Recent studies on resource allocation suggest that some subproblems are more important than others in the context of the MOEA/D, and that focusing on the most relevant ones can consistently improve the performance of that algorithm. These studies share the common characteristic of updating only a fraction of the population at any given iteration of the algorithm. In this work we investigate a new, simpler partial update strategy, in which a random subset of solutions is selected at every iteration. The performance of the MOEA/D using this new resource allocation approach is compared experimentally against that of the standard MOEA/D-DE and the MOEA/D with relative improvement-based resource allocation. The results indicate that using the MOEA/D with this new partial update strategy results in improved HV and IGD values, and a much higher proportion of non-dominated solutions, particularly as the number of updated solutions at every iteration is reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-objective Optimization Problems (MOPs) appear in many application contexts in which several conflicting objective functions need to be simultaneously optimized. Finding good sets of solutions for general continuous MOPs, particularly when convexity or differentiability cannot be assumed, is generally considered a hard problem, for which Evolutionary Algorithms have been proposed as potential solvers [1] - [3] .
The Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [4] is generally considered an effective algorithm for solving MOPs. The key idea of the MOEA/D is to decompose the multi-objective optimization problem into a set of single-objective subproblems, which are solved simultaneously by a population-based evolutionary approach. While the original MOEA/D and some of its earlier variants did not discriminate between subproblems, it has since become clear that focusing computational effort on certain subsets of these subproblems can substantially improve the performance of the algorithm [5] - [9] . It has been noted that the MOEA/D may sometimes waste computational effort by trying to improve solutions that are not very promising [10] . This can be a critical issue, particularly in certain applied MOPs which require costly simulations to evaluate solutions [11] .
To address this issue, a number of works have proposed and investigated methods to allocate different amounts of computational effort to subproblems, based on a variety of priority functions [5] , [6] , [8] , [12] , [13] . These approaches, which became collectively known as Resource Allocation (RA) techniques, have been shown to result in consistent performance improvements for the MOEA/D.
While different RA techniques have their specificities, all share the common feature of limiting the number of solutions from the population that are updated at any iteration. On a previous work [12] we observed the somewhat surprising result that assigning random priority values to subproblems performed better than not using RA at all. Interestingly enough, Pruvost et. al [9] also found that selecting a subset of subproblems at random on MOEA/D performs well on combinatorial domain. This suggests that increasing the inertia of the population dynamics in the MOEA/D can be beneficial in itself, regardless of the Resource Allocation strategy.
The question that consequently arises can be summarized as: how much of the performance improvements observed in MOEA/Ds with Resource Allocation is due to the RA strategy itself, and how much can be attributed to the simple increase in the inertia of the population dynamics of the MOEA/D, which results from maintaining parts of the population unchanged between iterations? This work focuses on the question of investigating and quantifying the extent of these effects. We also analyse which proportion of the population should be updated at any given iteration, so as to obtain improved performances for the MOEA/D. To investigate these questions we introduce a Partial Update strategy, which allows us to control the proportion of the subproblems that are selected for variation at any iteration. We perform an experimental investigation of the effect of a proportion parameter ps on the performance of the MOEA/D on standard problem benchmarks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief review of the main concepts related to resource allocation in the MOEA/D. Section III introduces the MOEA/D with Partial Update strategy. Sections IV and V present experimental results related to the investigation of the effect of partial updates on the performance of the algorithm, as well as comparisons against a baseline algorithm and an existing MOEA/D with resource allocation, using the Relative Improvement priority function. Finally, section VI presents our concluding remarks.
II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
The key idea behind MOEA/D is to decompose a MOP into a set of single-objective subproblems, which are then solved simultaneously. While these subproblems are usually considered equivalent, a growing body of work has come to indicate that prioritizing some subproblems at certain points of the search can improve the performance of MOEA/D. This issue is commonly addressed by means of resource allocation (RA) techniques.
Priority functions are used in resource allocation to determine preferences between subproblems. These functions take information about the progress of the search, and return priority values that are then used to change the distribution of computational resources among subproblems at any given iteration [14] . This also allows the design of MOEA/D variants that allocate more resources on any desired solution characteristics [12] , such as diversity or robustness [15] .
The distribution of computational resources based on priority functions is mediated by a thresholding operation. At any given iteration t, let u t i indicate the priority function value attributed to the i-th subproblem, and υ t be a threshold value. The subset of solutions selected for variation on that iteration is then defined as the subproblems for which u t i ≥ υ t . The original work on resource allocation for the MOEA/D [5] defined a priority function known as the Relative Improvement (RI), defined as:
where f (x t i ) represents the aggregation function value of the incumbent solution to the i-th subproblem on iteration t, and ∆t is a parameter that controls how many generations to wait for the relative improvement comparison (notice that this definition assumes a minimisation problem and an aggregation function that always yields strictly positive values).
A. State of the art
Much of the research on resource allocation has used RI as a priority function, with some modifications on other aspects of the algorithm [6] , [16] . Zhou et al. did expand the discussion over resource allocation in their work [6] , but few other works have studied resource allocation in depth.
For example, both MOEA/D-GRA and MOEA/D-DRA use the RI priority function. That said, MOEA/D-GRA [16] uses a different replacement strategy to avoid newly generated solutions from updating several neighboring subproblems at any iteration, while MOEA/D-DRA [5] performs a more complex strategy for selecting subproblems using a 10-tournament selection based on the RI priority values.
Two works that attempted to investigate distinct priority functions are the EAG-MOEA/D [14] and MOEA/D-CRA [7] . Both used priority functions which allocate resources according to the possibility that subproblems may either be improved or contribute to the improvement of other subproblems.
In previous works we isolated the priority function as a point of investigation [8] , [12] . The goal in these works was to improve the performance of MOEA/D based on the choice of priority function, and to further understand the behavior of MOEA/D under different resource allocation approaches. On these works, we introduced two new priority functions (DS and iDS), based on the conjecture that MOEA/D would benefit from a greater focus on diversity in the space of objectives. Experimental comparisons were performed between the MOEA/D under three priority functions: (1) RI, (2) DS and iDS; and under two methods used as baseline: (1) MOEA/D using randomly assigned priority values and (2) MOEA/D without any resource allocation method.
These experiments revealed the somewhat surprising result that using a random resource allocation performed as well as RI, and better than not using resource allocation at all. This suggests that MOEA/D may benefit simply from the increased populational inertia (possibly due to slower diversity loss) that results from holding portions of the population constant during any given iteration.
To further investigate this question we propose using an update strategy for the MOEA/D based on randomly allocated priority values. This update strategy allows us to control the expected number of subproblems modified at any given iteration and, consequently, to (partially) regulate the population dynamics of the MOEA/D. This approach is described in the next section.
III. A NEW UPDATE STRATEGY FOR MOEA/D
To verify whether there is a positive effect in limiting the number of solutions that are updated at each iteration, and also to investigate the extent of this effect, we introduce a Partial Update strategy. This strategy is used to define the expected amount of solutions updated at each iteration, regulated by a control parameter, ps ∈ (0, 1]. This parameter represents the probability that a given subproblem will be selected for updating at a given iteration. Notice that, under this definition, the allocation of resources to subproblems is completely random, and any effects observed on the performance of the MOEA/D under this allocation strategy will be due only to the effect of maintaining portions of the population unchanged across iterations and their influence with each other. Algorithm 1 details the pseudocode of the MOEA/D using the Partial Update Strategy.
Notice that the standard MOEA/D, as well as variants such as MOEA/D-DE [5] , can be instantiated from Algorithm 1 by setting ps = 1. The only difference that the partial update strategy introduces in the base algorithm is that only a few subproblems are updated (probabilistically) at any given iteration, regulated by the value of ps.
Also, MOEA/D-PS maintains the ∆t parameter from RI. Since MOEA/D-PS does not have an explicit priority function, this parameter just makes the algorithm work in two phases during the search progress. In the first phase all subproblems are updated at every iteration, i.e., with no difference from the usual MOEA/D approach. This initial phase lasts 
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Evaluate the set of solutions. 17: end while for ∆t iterations. After that, the algorithm moves onto the second phase, during which MOEA/D-PS performs (randomly selected) partial updates at every iteration.
With this structure other resource allocation techniques could also be expressed, by modifying the priority value attribution function in Line 8 of the algorithm (and possibly setting ∆t to zero, if the initial phase is not desired).
It is important to observe that subproblems that are not selected by the partial update strategy at a given iteration may still have their incumbent solutions updated. Resource allocation in MOEA/D-PS affects only the variation step, not the replacement one; thus, subproblems not selected for variation may receive new candidate solutions, e.g. generated for a neighboring subproblem.
IV. PARTIAL UPDATE STRATEGY PARAMETER STUDY
To isolate and examine the effects of updating only part of the MOEA/D population at any iteration, we performed a comparative experiment using two known benchmark sets. Six update levels were used, with ps ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} (the last of which simply selects all subproblems for update at every iteration, and represents the standard algorithm without any resource allocation strategy). The MOEA/D-DE implemention from the MOEADr package [17] , [18] was used as a basis, with modifications included to enable the use of the Partial Update technique as described in the previous section. Note that when the ps parameter is is equal to 1.0, all subproblems are selected to be updated, therefore this case simply reproduces the standard MOEA/D-DE.
A. Test Problems
Two benchmark sets were used: the scalable DTLZ set [19] , with 2 objectives, and the UF set [20] . In both cases we used the test functions with dimension D = 100. The implementation of the test problems available from the smoof package [21] was used in all experiments.
The DTLZ suite is composed of seven unconstrained test problems, with distinct problem features [22] : The UF test problems is composed of ten unconstrained test problems with Pareto sets that are designed to be challenging to existing algorithms [23] . Problems UF1-UF7 represent twoobjective MOPs, while UF8-UF10 are three-objective problems [20] . 
B. Experimental Parameters
We used the MOEA/D-DE parameters as they were introduced in the work of Li and Zhang [2] in all tests. Table I summarizes the experimental parameters. Regarding the ∆t parameter, we use the value suggested by Zhang when RI was introduced [5] . We make these parameter choices to isolate the contribution of the ps parameter which controls the proportion of subproblems updated, comparing this change directly with the original algorithms. Details of these parameters can be found in the documentation of package MOEADr, as well as in the original MOEA/D-DE reference [5] , [17] , [18] . All objectives were linearly scaled at every iteration to the interval [0, 1], and the Weighted Tchebycheff scalarization function was used.
C. Experimental Evaluation
We compare the results of the different strategies using the Hypervolume (HV, higher is better) and Inverted Generational Distance (IGD, lower is better) indicators. We also evaluate the proportion of non-dominated solutions in the final population. The differences among the techniques are analysed using Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests (all-vs-all), with a significance level α = 0.05 and Hommel adjustment for multiple comparisons. For reproducibility purposes, all the code and experimental scripts are available online 1 .
For the calculation of HV, the objective function was scaled to the (0, 1) interval, with reference points set to (1, 1), for two-objective problems; and (1, 1, 1) , for three-objective ones. Figure 1 shows regression lines of performance on ps for each test problem, both for log-IGD and HV (higher is better). 2 These results suggest a clear association between lower values of ps and improved performance on both indicators. Figure 2 provides a closer visualization of this effect in the case of two test problems, UF6 and DTLZ6 respectively. Statistical tests corroborate these observations, as summarised in Table II . The final raw data and analysis scripts can be retrieved from the project repository on Github. 1
D. Results

E. Anytime Performance of MOEA/D with Partial Update Strategy
Besides providing good final results, it is often desired that a MOEA be capable of returning a set of reasonably good solutions if interrupted at any time during the search [24] , [25] . To investigate the impact of using distinct ps values on the anytime performance of the MOEA/D with Partial Update we analyzed the effects in terms of both IGD and HV values. II: Statistical significance of differences in median IGD and HV, associated with different ps values. Values are Hommel-adjusted p-values of Wilcoxon Rank-sum tests. "↑" indicates superiority of the column method, and "≈" indicates differences not statistically significant (95% confidence level).
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9.6e-4 ↑ 9.6e-4 ↑ 9.6e-4 ↑ 9.6e-4 ↑ 100% 9.6e-4 ↑ 9.6e-4 ↑ 9.6e-4 ↑ 9.6e-4 ↑ 9.6e-4 ↑ with Partial Update Strategy in terms of IGD (lower is better). Please recall that all subproblems are selected regardless of ps until iteration ∆t = 20 (see Section III for details). Consistently with the end-of-run results, Figures 3 and 4 indicate that changing smaller percentages of the population at each iteration tends to result in better performance anytime during the search. While this is only illustrated here for two test problems, the same behavior is observed for almost all other problems. We consider these results as an indicative that smaller values of the ps parameter result in faster and better convergence for the MOEA/D, at least for 2-and 3-objective problems with characteristics similar to the test ones employed in these experiments.
V. COMPARISON STUDY
In the previous section we investigated the influence of different values of the control parameter ps on the performance of the MOEA/D-PS. The results indicate that low ps values are associated with (anytime) improvements in IGD and HV values. In this section we compare the MOEA/D-PS (using ps = 0.1) against the original MOEA/D-DE and a MOEA/D-DE with resource allocation based on RI [5] , [6] . The same test problems described in the previous section were used. Table III tabulates the mean results obtained by the MOEA/D-PS with ps = 0.1, the pure MOEA/D-DE and the MOEA/D-DE with RI-based resource allocation, for all test problems. It is clear that the MOEA/D-PS results are considerably better when compared to the other methods, not only in terms of IGD and HV, but also on the mean proportion of nondominated solutions (NDOM) that it returns in the final population. Table IV presents the results of statistical pairwise comparisons using the same methodology described in subsection IV-C, corroborating the results observed in Table  III .
Looking at the proportion of non-dominated solutions (NDOM) in Table III , we see that randomly updating a small fraction of the subproblems at each iteration resulted in the highest value on all functions, often with a substantial lead. In our view, a higher proportion of non-dominated solutions suggests a better, more diverse set of solutions in the objective space, which would indicate the use of the partial update strategy (under a low ps value) as an interesting strategy for improving convergence (subsection IV-E) and diversity in the MOEA/D.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we presented a random partial update strategy for the MOEA/D, which was incorporated into a simple algorithm (MOEA/D-PS). The partial update strategy adds one control parameter (ps), which regulates the proportion of the population that is selected for variation at any iteration.
Six ps values were investigated experimentally, revealing a strong association between more conservative updating of the MOEA/D population (i.e., lower ps values) and improved performance. Based on these experiments we suggest using low ps values, such as ps = 0.1, but more thorough sensitivity analyses should be conducted to refine our understanding of these effects.
In addition, we showed that the MOEA/D-PS with ps = 0.1 values was able to outperform the pure MOEA/D-DE as well as a resource allocation MOEA/D based on the well-know RI priority function. This suggests that the MOEA/D benefits more from having slower population dynamics than from a specific prioritization of subproblems based on the relative improvement criteria.
This study raises two issues that we consider important for further understanding the effect of Partial Update strategies. The first is whether MOEA/D-PS would benefit from adapting the ps value throughout the search, either using a fixed schedule, or through online adaptation. The second are the interaction effects between the ps value and other components of MOEA/D, such as decomposition strategy, neighborhood strategies, and other parameters of the algorithm. These would be interesting questions for further investigation.
